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Abstract. Subjective opinions generalize probability distributions by including
degrees of uncertainty which reflect lack of confidence in the probabilities. This
paper describes a method for computing the joint subjective opinion of two vari-
ables which can be generalized to a method for computing joint subjective opin-
ions over multiple variables in a subjective Bayesian network. We show how the
joint opinions can be marginalized to provide subjective opinions on a reduced
number of variables. With an example we compare the marginalization of a joint
opinion with subjective logic deduction which also produces a marginal opinion.

1 Introduction

In many contexts of probabilistic reasoning one deals with uncertainty and incomplete
information. This leads to rough estimation or vague guesses of the probabilities which
can influence the correctness of the conclusions in the analysis. Many formalisms for
dealing with uncertain probabilities have been proposed in the literature, such as the
work on imprecise probabilities [13], which when applied to Bayesian networks pro-
duces a certain type of credal networks [1], where the main idea is to work with proba-
bility intervals. In contrast to imprecise probabilities, subjective logic [6] is a formalism
that offers explicit treatment of the uncertainty about probabilities in both representa-
tion and inference. The arguments in subjective logic are subjective opinions on random
variables. A subjective opinion includes a belief mass distribution over the values of the
variable, complemented by an uncertainty mass, which together reflect a specific anal-
ysis of the probability distribution; and a base rate probability distribution over the
variable, reflecting a prior domain knowledge that is relevant to the specific analysis.
In an attempt to convey as reliable as possible inference with uncertain probabilistic
information, subjective logic provides many operators that generalize calculations with
probability distributions, for a detailed overview see [6].

This paper introduces a method for computing joint subjective opinions on two ran-
dom variables X and Y based on a subjective opinion on X and conditional opinions on
Y given X . The result is a subjective opinion on the joint distribution of X and Y (as
opposed to the belief fusion operation in subjective logic that fuses different sources’
opinions on the same variable). The marginal of a joint opinion should ideally be equal
to the deduced subjective opinion on the same variable. This equality always holds
for probability distributions, but produces slightly different uncertainty masses for sub-
jective opinions, since subjective opinions are equivalent to PDFs (probability density
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functions) and each operation induces an approximation of the corresponding resulting
PDF as well. In that sense, the more direct the method of determining the required sub-
jective opinion, the less approximate it is. To illustrate the latter, we present an example
which compares the indirect method of marginalization of a joint opinion with the direct
method of subjective logic deduction.

The joint operation can be extended to multiple variables, which enables deter-
mining the joint opinions in a subjective Bayesian network (SBN) - an extension of a
Bayesian network (BN) where the conditional probability distributions are substituted
with subjective opinions, for details see [2].

2 Subjective Opinions

Let X be a random variable. A multinomial subjective opinion [4] on X is a tuple:

ωX = (bbbX ,uX ,aaaX ) , (1)

where bbbX : X→ [0,1] is a belief mass distribution over X , uX ∈ [0,1] is an uncertainty
mass, and aaaX : X→ [0,1] is a base rate distribution over X , under the additivities:3

uX +∑x∈X bbbX (x) = 1 and ∑x∈X aaaX (x) = 1 . (2)

The belief and uncertainty masses on the random variable X can result from ex-
pert knowledge, experiments, a personal judgement, etc. The belief mass bbbX (x) is the
amount of committed belief that the variable X takes the value x. It represents the exper-
imental or analytical evidence in favour of x. uX is a scalar, representing the degree of
uncertainty about the actual value(s) of X . It represents lack of evidence that can be due
to lack of knowledge or expertise, or insufficient experimental analysis. The base rate
distribution aaaX is the prior probability distribution of X that reflects domain knowledge
relevant to the specific analysis, such as relevant statistical background information.

A multinomial opinion can be visualised as a point inside a regular simplex. In
particular, a trinomial opinion is a point inside a tetrahedron, as shown in Figure 1. The
belief masses are the distances from the side planes, and the uncertainty mass is the
distance from the base plane. The base rate distribution is a point on the base plane.

A subjective opinion in which uX = 0, i.e. an opinion without any uncertainty, is
called a dogmatic opinion. Dogmatic opinions correspond to probability distributions.
A dogmatic opinion for which bbbX (x) = 1, for some x ∈ X, is called an absolute opin-
ion. Absolute opinions correspond to objective ground truth. In contrast, an opinion for
which uX = 1 (and consequently bbbX (x) = 0, for every x) is called a vacuous opinion.
For a given multinomial opinion ωX we define its corresponding projected probability
distribution PX : X→ [0,1] in the following way:

PX (x) = bbbX (x) + aaaX (x) uX . (3)

PX (x) is an estimate for the probability of x which varies from the base rate of x in
the case of vacuous opinions (uX = 1), to the belief mass of x in the case of dogmatic
opinions (uX = 0).

3 This definition is for a multinomial subjective opinion. In general, we can define hyper opin-
ions, where bbbX : R(X) = 2X \ {{X},{ /0}}, and operate with them through their multinomial
projections (see [6]).
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Fig. 1. Visualisation of a trinomial opinion

3 Joint Subjective Opinions

This section introduces a method of computing joint opinions. A joint subjective opin-
ion on the variables X1, . . . ,Xn, n≥ 2, is a tuple:

ωX1...Xn = (bbbX1...Xn ,uX1...Xn ,aaaX1...Xn) , (4)

where bbbX1...Xn : X1× . . .×Xn→ [0,1] and uX1...Xn ∈ [0,1] satisfy the additivity condition
in Eq.(2) and aaaX1...Xn is a joint probability distribution of the variables X1, . . . ,Xn.

Our method assumes conditional opinions as part of the input. Given two (sets of)
random variables X and Y , a conditional opinion on Y given that X takes the value x is
a subjective opinion on Y defined as a tuple:

ωY |x = (bbbY |x,uY |x,aaaY |x) , (5)

where the conditional belief mass distribution bbbY |x : Y→ [0,1], the conditional uncer-
tainty mass uY |x ∈ [0,1] and the conditional base rate distribution aaaY |x :Y→ [0,1] satisfy
the additivity constraints of Eq.(2). We use the notation ωωωY |X to denote a set of condi-
tional opinions on Y , one for each value x ∈ X , i.e.:

ωωωY |X = {ωY |x | x ∈ X} . (6)

3.1 Joint Subjective Opinion of Two Variables

Let X and Y be two random variables, and suppose we are given a subjective opinion
ωX and a set of conditional opinions ωωωY |X . As we see later, this forms a two-node
subjective Bayesian network. The computation of base rate distributions follows the
same principles as the computation of traditional probability distributions in Bayesian
networks.

We describe a method for determining a joint subjective opinion ωY X on the Carte-
sian product of variables Y and X . This operation is denoted by the following expres-
sion:

ωY X = ωωωY |X ·ωX . (7)
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Determining Joint and Marginal Base Rates In determining the base rates of the
joint opinion ωY X , we use the base rate distribution aaaX and the projected probability
distributions of the conditional opinions ωY |x, x∈X. This also determines the subjective
marginal base rate distribution aaaY . For every x ∈ X, and y ∈ Y, the base rate is:

aaaY X (y,x) = PY |x(y)aaaX (x) (8)

=
(
bbbY |x(y)+aaaY (y)uY |x

)
aaaX (x) . (9)

We assume that the subjective marginal base rate distribution aaaY on the child vari-
able Y can be obtained from the joint one by marginalizing out the variable X :

aaaY (y) = ∑x∈XaaaY X (y,x) (10)

= ∑x∈X
(
bbbY |x(y)+aaaY (y)uY |x

)
aaaX (x) . (11)

Solving the last equation for aaaY (y), we obtain:

aaaY (y) =
∑x∈X bbbY |x(y)aaaX (x)
1−∑x∈X uY |xaaaX (x)

, (12)

which along with Eq.(9) provides the joint and the marginal base rates.

3.2 Determining the Uncertainty and the Beliefs

First we compute the joint base rate distribution according to Eq.(9). Then we compute
the projected probability distribution of the joint opinion and express it through Eq.(3):

PY X (y,x) = PY |x(y)PX (x) (13)

= bbbY X (y,x)+aaaY X (y,x)uY X . (14)

We impose the following requirement on the beliefs:

bbbY X (y,x)≥ bbbY |x(y)bbbX (x) . (15)

This constraint comes from the interpretation of the belief masses as the minimum
probability values (in which case the uncertainty mass will be a kind of ‘non-assigned’
probability mass that can distribute among the states of the domain in any possible
way) and the fact that probability of the joint is a product of the probabilities pppX (x) and
pppY |x(y).

Now, having PY X and aaaY X , we need to find belief masses bbbY X (y,x) and uncertainty
mass uY X that satisfy Eq.(14) and the constraint in Eq.(15). We do this by looking for
the maximum possible uncertainty mass value uY X under the given constraints. From
Eq.(14) we obtain:

uY X =
PY X (y,x)−bbbY X (y,x)

aaaY X (y,x)
. (16)

Applying Eq.(13) and Eq.(3) to the last, we obtain:

uY X =

(
bbbY |x(y)+aaaY (y)uY |x

)
bbbX (x)+

(
bbbY |x(y)+aaaY (y)uY |x

)
aaaX (x)uX −bbbY X (y,x)

aaaY X (y,x)
.

(17)
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For every pair of values x and y, the maximum uncertainty mass on the right-hand
side of Eq.(17) is achieved for the smallest allowable belief mass of bbbY X (y,x), which is
bbbY |x(y)bbbX (x) by the Eq.(15). We denote that uncertainty mass by uY X (y,x):

uY X (y,x) =
aaaY (y)uY |xbbbX (x)+bbbY |x(y)aaaX (x)uX +aaaY (y)aaaX (x)uY |xuX

aaaY X (y,x)
. (18)

We take uY X to be the minimum of the uncertainty masses in Eq.(18), i.e. uY X =
miny,x [uY X (y,x)], to assure that Eq.(15) always holds. In that way we obtain the follow-
ing expression for the uncertainty of the joint opinion:

uY X = min
y,x

[
aaaY (y)uY |xbbbX (x)+bbbY |x(y)aaaX (x)uX +aaaY (y)aaaX (x)uY |xuX

aaaY X (y,x)

]
. (19)

The joint belief mass distribution bbbY X emerges from Eq.(13) and Eq.(19):

bbbY X (y,x) = PY X (y,x) − aaaY X (y,x) uY X . (20)

The above described procedure generalizes for the case when Y has parents X1, . . . ,Xk,
where k≥ 2. Then the input arguments for the joint operation are: 1) a set of conditional
opinions ωY |X1...Xk

on Y , one for each combination of values of its parents; and 2) a
joint opinion on the parents ωX1...Xk . In the next sections is shown that in a subjective
Bayesian network 1) is given as input, and 2) is determined in a preceding step.

3.3 Joint Opinions for Multiple Variables

In this section we propose a way of extending the joint operation to more than two
variables. Assume we have N random variables X1, . . . ,Xn where e.g. xi represents a
specific value of variable Xi. According to the chain rule of probability, we have the
following expression for their joint probability distribution:

p(x1, . . . ,xn) = p(xn|x1, . . . ,xn−1) · · · p(x2|x1)p(x1) , (21)

or written in a more compact way:

p(X1, . . . ,Xn) =
n

∏
k=1

p(Xk|Xk−1 . . .X1) . (22)

We generalize Eq.(22) to subjective opinions:

ωXn...X1 =
n

∏
k=1

ωωωXk|Xk−1...X1 , (23)

where the above product is performed applying the following recursive step:

ωXk...X1 = ωωωXk|Xk−1...X1 ·ωXk−1...X1 , (24)

for k = 2, . . . ,n, where the operation · is the joint of two subjective opinions. This pro-
cedure assumes that the conditional opinions ωωωXk|Xk−1...X1 are available. This is the case
when determining the joint opinions in a subjective Bayesian network, which we elab-
orate in the next section.
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3.4 Subjective Bayesian Networks

A Bayesian network [11] with n variables is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) with ran-
dom variables V = {X1, . . . ,Xn} as nodes, and a set of conditional probability distribu-
tions ppp(Xi|XPa(i)) associated with each node Xi containing one probability distribution
p(Xi|xPa(i)) of Xi for every value assignment xPa(i) of its parent nodes XPa(i).

If the Markov property holds for the given DAG and the joint distribution p of the
variables X1, . . . ,Xn (every node is conditionally independent (I) of its non-descendant
(ND) nodes given its parent (Pa) nodes in the graph, I

(
Xi,XND(i)|XPa(i)

)
, then p is de-

termined from the input information in the network as follows:

p(x1, . . . ,xn) =
n

∏
i=1

p(xi|xPa(i)) , (25)

where xPa(i) is the value assignment of the parent variables of Xi that corresponds to the
tuple (x1, . . . ,xn).

A subjective Bayesian network (SBN) is a generalization of a classical Bayesian
network where a set of conditional opinions ωωωXi|XPa(i)

substitutes the set of conditional
probability distributions ppp(Xi|XPa(i)). If we assume that the independencies embedded
in the graph apply in the same way to the subjective opinions as to their corresponding
probability distributions, then based on Eq.(25) we obtain the following equation:

ωX1,...,Xn =
n

∏
i=1

ωωωXi|XPa(i)
, (26)

where the product denotes the joint operation. Assume X1, . . . ,Xn is an ‘ancestral order’
of the nodes in the graph meaning that there is no child that precedes its parent on the
list, or more formally, if Xi is a parent of X j, then i < j, where i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. Then
Eq.(26) is equivalent to Eq.(23) since for every i,

ωωωXi|XPa(i)
= ωXi|Xi−1...X1 , (27)

because Xi−1, . . . ,X1 are non-descendants of Xi and we assume that the Markov condi-
tion applies in the same way as for probabilities. The equality in Eq.(27) means that
ωXi|xi−1...x1 = ωXi|(xPa(i), xNPa(i))

for every value assignment xNPa(i) of the variables in the
non-parent set XNPa(i) = {Xi−1 . . .X1}\XPa(i). Hence, we can apply subsequent joint op-
erations to obtain the joint opinion on X1, . . . ,Xn using the information provided in the
network. The same would apply for a subset of nodes {Y1, . . . ,Yk} ⊆V in the case they
form an ancestral order that is complete, meaning that for every node Yi all the ancestors
of Yi are contained on the list Y1, . . . ,Yi−1.

4 Opinion Marginalization

Let ωXY be a joint multinomial opinion on the Cartesian product domain X×Y. The
joint opinion can be marginalized on one of the factor variables as either ωJXK or ωJYK.
The special subscript notation J·K is used to indicate that the opinions are obtained
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through marginalization, and not, for example through operations like deduction de-
scribed in Section 5. A marginal opinion represents the opinion on one of the joint fac-
tor variables without reference to the other factor variable, i.e where the other variable
has been marginalized out.

By applying probability marginalization and Eq.(3) we get:

PJXK(x) = ∑
y∈Y

PXY (x,y) , (28)

bbbJXK(x)+aaaJXK(x)uJXK = ∑
y∈Y

bbbXY (x,y)+uXY ∑
y∈Y

aaaXY (x,y) . (29)

Then we define:

aaaJXK(x) = ∑
y∈Y

aaaXY (x,y) , (30)

bbbJXK(x) = ∑
y∈Y

bbbXY (x,y) , (31)

uJXK = uXY . (32)

The marginal opinion on X is the tuple ωJXK = (bbbJXK, uJXK, aaaJXK). Similarly, ωJYK is
obtained in the same way. The rationale for this definition of marginalization is that
projected probabilities and base rates should behave like probability distributions, while
the uncertainty of the marginal opinion should stay the same as in the joint opinion since
the joint opinion is the only input in the operation (the amount/lack of information is
the same). Then the beliefs inevitably marginalize in the same way as the probabilities.

4.1 Marginalization in SBNs

Opinion marginalization can be used in determining marginal opinions on one variable
in a subjective Bayesian network. For simplicity we show this for a three-node network,
but the generalization to an arbitrary network is straightforward. Assume a network e.g.
expressed as Z→ Y → X where we want to determine ωXZ .

To determine ωXZ we marginalize the joint opinion ωXY Z on the complete ancestral
list X ,Y,Z which is determined applying the joint operation. We obtain the following:

PJXZK(x,z) = ∑
y∈Y

PXY Z(x,y,z) , (33)

bbbJXZK(x,z) = ∑
y∈Y

bbbXY Z(x,y,z) , (34)

uJXZK = uXY Z . (35)

In the general case, if we want to determine the joint opinion on the variables
Y1, . . . ,Yk in a SBN, we first complete the sequence of nodes Y1, . . . ,Yk to a complete
ancestral order X1, . . . ,Xm by taking the ancestors of all the nodes in {Y1, . . . ,Yk} and
putting them in an ancestral order, and then determine the joint opinion on X1, . . . ,Xm
according to the method described in Section 3.4. At the end, we marginalize it to obtain
the opinion on the required set of variables.
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5 Subjective Logic Deduction

This section briefly introduces subjective logic deduction as described in [3]. The method
is based on the principle of maximizing the uncertainty upon constraints on the beliefs.
In case the two variables are probabilistically independent, the joint operation reduces
to the normal multiplication operation described in [8].

Given a set of conditional opinions ωωωY |X and a subjective opinion ωX , the goal of
the deduction operation is to deduce a marginal opinion on Y , denoted ωY‖X . Subjective
logic deduction is denoted using the operator symbol ‘}’ as:

ωY‖X = ωωωY |X }ωX . (36)

The deduced opinion ωY‖X is a subjective opinion on Y . The special subscript no-
tation ·‖X is used to indicate that this marginal opinion has been computed through
deduction.

First the projected probability distribution of ωY‖X is determined as follows:

PY‖X (y) = ∑
x∈X

PY |x(y)PX (x) . (37)

The base rate distribution aaaY is determined by Eq.(12). It remains to determine the
uncertainty and the beliefs of the deduced opinion.

For the belief masses of the deduced opinion ωY‖X , we assume the following:

bbbY‖X (y)≥min
x∈X

[
bbbY |x(y)

]
, (38)

for every y ∈ Y, which can be found as the principle of plausible reasoning in [12].
Let ωY‖X̂ be the deduced opinion from the vacuous opinion ω̂X with a base rate

distribution aaaX (û = 1). Then uY‖X̂ is determined as the maximum possible uncertainty
mass value under the conditions imposed by Eq.(38) and Eq.(37) applied to a vacuous
opinion. The result is the following expression:

uY‖X̂ = min
y∈Y

[
∑x PY |x(y)aaaX (x)−minx

[
bbbY |x(y)

]
aaaY (y)

]
. (39)

The uncertainty of the opinion ωY‖X deduced from an arbitrary ωX is then determined
as the weighted average of the uncertainty mass uY‖X̂ and the uncertainty masses of the
given conditional opinions:

uY‖X = uX uY‖X̂ + ∑
x∈X

bbbX (x)uY |x . (40)

Eq.(40) is the unique transformation that maps ω̂X into uY‖X̂ , and the corresponding
absolute opinions on X into uY |x, for x ∈ X. Once we have the uncertainty mass of the
deduced opinion, the beliefs are easily derived as a consequence, applying Eq.(3) solved
for bbbY‖X :

bbbY‖X (y) = PY‖X (y) − aaaY (y) uY‖X . (41)

Deduction can also be generalized for the case when Y has parents X1 . . .Xk, where
k ≥ 2, i.e. when the input arguments are a joint opinion ωX1...Xk and a set of conditional
opinions ωωωY |X1...Xk

on Y , one for each combination of values of its parents.
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6 Example: Marginalization vs. Deduction

The purpose of this section is to compare the direct and indirect method of computing
the opinion on a child variable. The two methods are illustrated in Figure 2. Note that
ωY‖X and ωJYK in Figure 2 are both subjective opinions on Y , where the subscripts
indicate how they have been computed. The opinion ωY‖X has been computed through
direct deduction, whereas ωJYK has been computed indirectly, by first computing the
joint opinion on X and Y and then marginalizing out X . We compare the levels of
uncertainty in these two opinions through the following example.

ωY|X 

ωX 

YX 

X 

Y ωY || X 

ωYX 

Joint 

Marginal 

X 

Y ω[[Y]] 

ωY|X 

ωX 

Deduction 

a) Direct computation of ωY b) Indirect computation of ωY 

Fig. 2. The direct and indirect methods of computing ωY

The scenario is a football match between Team 1 and Team 2, where it is generally
predicted that Team 1 will win. A gambler who plans to bet on the match has received
second-hand information about possible match-fixing whereby Team 1 has been paid to
lose. The gambler has an opinion about the outcome of the match in case Team 1 has
been paid to lose, and in the absence of match-fixing. The gambler also has an opinion
about whether Team 1 actually has been paid to lose.

The variable X represents whether or not Team 1 has been paid to lose:

X=

{
x1 : Team 1 has been paid to lose,
x2 : No match-fixing.

The gambler’s opinion on it is given in Table 1. The provided base rate refers to a
general rate of appearance of match-fixing.

ωX x1 x2 uX
bbbX 0.90 0.00 0.10
aaaX 0.10 0.90

Table 1. Opinion ωX on the match-fixing

The variable Y represents the outcome of the game:

Y=

 y1 : Team 1 wins the match,
y2 : Team 2 wins the match,
y3 : The match ends in a draw.
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Table 2 sets conditional opinions on Y given X , with marginal base rates from Eq.(12).

y1 y2 y3 uX
bbbY |x1

0.000 0.800 0.100 0.100
bbbY |x1

0.700 0.000 0.100 0.200
aaaY 0.778 0.099 0.123

Table 2. Conditional opinions ωY |X

The first step in deriving the joint opinion ωY X is to compute the joint base rate
distribution using Eq.(9) and Eq.(12) and the joint projected probability distribution
according to Eq.(13), the results are provided in Table 3.

aaaY X y1 y2 y3 PY X y1 y2 y3
x1 0.008 0.081 0.011 x1 0.063 0.656 0.091
x2 0.770 0.018 0.112 x2 0.162 0.004 0.024

Table 3. a) Joint base rate distribution, and b) Joint projected probability distribution

The second step is to compute the joint uncertainty mass uY X using Eq.(19) and then
the joint belief mass distribution using Eq.(20). Table 4 provides the results.

bbbY X y1 y2 y3 uY X
x1 0.062 0.646 0.090 0.120
x2 0.070 0.002 0.010

Table 4. Joint belief mass distribution

The derived marginal opinions on X and Y are shown in Table 5.

x1 x2 uJXK y1 y2 y3 uJYK

bbbJXK 0.798 0.082 0.120 bbbJYK 0.132 0.648 0.100 0.120
aaaJXK 0.100 0.900 aaaJYK 0.778 0.099 0.123

Table 5. a) Marginal opinion on X , and b) Marginal opinion on Y

Next we determine the deduced opinion ωY‖X based on the given ωX and the set of
conditional opinions ωY |X . First, the marginal base rate distribution aaaY is determined as
explained in Section 3.1. The second step is to use Eq.(39) to compute the uncertainty
uY‖X̂ = 0.29. The third step is to apply Eq.(40) and Eq.(41) to compute the deduced
opinion about which team will win the match. The results are in Table 6.
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y1 y2 y3 uY‖X
bbbY‖X 0.133 0.648 0.100 0.119
aaaY 0.778 0.099 0.123
PY‖X 0.225 0.660 0.115

Table 6. Deduced opinion on Y

Based on the opinion about match-fixing, as well as on the conditional opinions, it
appears that Team 1 has a relatively slim chance of winning. Despite the high marginal
base rate of winning given by aaaY (y1) = 0.778, when the evidence of match fixing
is taken into account the projected probability of Team 1 winning the match is only
PY‖X (y1) = 0.225. The probability of Team 2 winning is PY‖X (y2) = 0.660. The uncer-
tainty mass in the marginal opinion uJYK = 0.120 is not exactly the same as the deduced
uncertainty mass uY‖X = 0.119.

It can also be seen that the marginal opinion ωJXK on X in Table 5 is close, but not
exactly the same as the original opinion ωX in Table 1.

7 Discussion and Conclusions

We have shown that the notion of joint probability distributions can be extended to joint
subjective opinions, providing a method to determine the joint opinion of two variables
and a way to extend it to multiple variables.

In a subjective Bayesian network with two variables, the obtained marginalized
opinions ωJXK and ωJYK can be compared against the input opinion ωX and the deduced
opinion ωY‖X , respectively. Since the base rate distributions and the projected probabil-
ity distributions are determined in the same way in both the cases, and the rest relies on
the uncertainty mass of the opinion, that is exactly what we are observing in this com-
parison. The difference between the two uncertainty values is due to the approximate
nature of uncertainty mass in the computation of deduction and joint opinions, which
makes the direct method (the deduction) result in an opinion with slightly less uncer-
tainty mass than the indirect method (marginalization of the joint opinion). However,
the example shows that this difference is relatively small, so the two methods produce
very similar results.

A method for computing joint opinions involving an unnecessary indirect step of
applying the subjective Bayes’ theorem is discussed in [6]. Due to limited space, and
because it has limited interest, that method is not described here. Suffice to say that it
produced relatively poor approximations of the uncertainty level of the joint opinion in
a similar example to the one described above. In contrast, the method presented here
computes the joint opinion directly based on the principle of maximizing the uncer-
tainty, and in that sense is more compatible and comparable with both multiplication
and deduction that are derived based on the same principle. The method presented here
produces very good approximations of the uncertainty level in the specific example de-
scribed. A general analytical investigation of the quality of the approximation of the
uncertainty level is difficult because the expressions have many degrees of freedom. A
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partial analysis of the approximation quality of the product operator was done in [5],
which showed very high quality, and we assume the same to be the case for the joint
operator presented here.

There exists a bijective mapping between subjective opinions and the evidence pa-
rameters of Dirichlet probability density functions (PDFs) [7]. This mapping is widely
exploited for translating the inference with subjective opinions into approximate infer-
ence with the corresponding Dirichlet PDFs [9,10]. In that sense, the method for joint
opinions described here is also a method for approximating joint Dirichlet PDFs. The
joining of two Dirichlet PDFs does not produce a Dirichlet PDF in general, but a hy-
pergeometric PDF which has different higher-order moments than the Dirichlet PDF.
However, to derive the analytically correct expressions would be intractable in the gen-
eral case. The joint operator described here approximates the result to a Dirichlet PDF.
The advantage is its simplicity and low computational complexity. The simplicity of the
method is therefore a trade-off with the approximate results it produces.
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